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What is Flux? 

- Resource management framework

- Job scheduling algorithm

- Allocation policy

- Designed for better throughput, job

coordination/communication, portability
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What is Flux?

https://flux-framework.readthedocs.io/en/latest/adminguide.html
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Project Objective 

- Install Flux on our cluster

- flux-core, flux-security, flux-sched

- Run MPI jobs
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Running jobs
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Challenges 

❖ Limited Web Resources and Documentation

- Trial and error, and digging around a lot

❖ Precise Command Line Usage

- Expert-Friendly, tough if you are used to GUI’s, once you know

certain commands it gets easier

❖ Minor edits to configuration files

❖ Enabling Certain Repos
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Future Work and High End Goals

❖ Explore using the flux API to manage jobs

❖ Setup the exclude for the mgmt node - normally we would 
not run real end-user work on the mgmt node

❖ Investigate the Prolog/epilog
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Tools Used
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Questions?
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